Barclays Frankfurt In-House Event

M&A or Markets Workshop plus Dinner

Do you want to find out what to expect from a job at a large and globally operating Investment Bank? Are you interested in testing your financial skills during a practical challenge?

Then we would like to invite you to our Barclays In-House Event. The event will be kicked-off with a workshop in which the students will be split into two groups, M&A and Markets, based on their indicated interest. Joined by professionals from Barclays, you will then be given the opportunity to analyze a challenging case designed to give you a detailed understanding of the M&A respectively Markets business. The workshop is followed by a company presentation and dinner where you will have the chance to speak to our professionals and ask them all you would like to know about their work and life as a banker as well as any other questions you might have.

M&A

In recent years Barclays has built up a #6 position in DACH M&A and is determined to further grow the team based in Frankfurt. We offer the full suite of corporate finance products and advice to large and mid-sized German corporates and are supported by London based sector teams.

In the workshop we will guide you through a typical deal situation incl. strategic considerations, valuation and financing. You will get an insight into a detailed financial model, which will be the basis for your work around the valuation and financing considerations of the case study. We will give you the opportunity to see what we do day-in and day-out in our team across the diverse range of products an integrated and global investment bank like Barclays provides to its clients.

Markets

Within the fast, fascinating and incredibly dynamic area of global markets we execute and risk-manage trades for major institutional clients across the full range of asset classes. During the workshop you will experience what it takes to work as a finance professional on the trading floor.

Within a small team your task will be to develop a trade solution tailored to the client’s risk and return profile. During the workshop you will master key challenges such as analyzing and matching market and client information, structuring innovative product solutions in a short period of time and finally delivering a convincing presentation of your ideas.

Who Thrives Here

• Resourceful, team-oriented people from any educational background who have an interest in the financial industry.
• Enthusiasm and a keen eye for detail.
• Strong communication and interpersonal skills.
• Entrepreneurial spirit.
• Aptitude for identifying opportunities.
• Fluency in both German and English.

About Barclays

• Transatlantic diversified bank lending, investing and protecting money for customers and clients worldwide.
• Over 325 years of history and expertise in banking with Operations in over 40 countries and approximately 80,000 employees.
• Serving German market with full range of investment banking products and services across financing, risk management and advisory with more than 200 people in Frankfurt.

Date: 01th March 2018
Location: Barclays, Taunustor 1, 60310 Frankfurt, Germany
Schedule: 3.00 p.m. – 7.00 p.m. M&A or Markets Workshop
7.00 p.m. – open Company Presentation, Dinner & Networking

To apply, please send your CV until 22nd February 2018 to joinus-frankfurt@barclays.com with the subject „Barclays Frankfurt In-House Event – March 2018“. Please indicate if you want to participate in the M&A or Markets workshop. Please note that accommodation and travel expenses cannot be reimbursed for this event.